Distracting Shifts Worksheet

Edit the following sentences to eliminate distracting shifts.

1. The musician was able to amaze the audience with their rendition of “Sonny’s Blues.”

2. Everyone wanted to prove to yourself that it was possible.

3. Rose, Daisy, Violet, and Ivy are girls’ names and names of plants.

4. Landon never hesitated in promoting the movies he makes.

5. Everywhere that Nate broadcasts, he lost viewership.

6. From 1900 to 2000, music brings many new advances.

7. Each entry had their individual traits that made them unique.

8. Horses were rampant in that section of the country. They live a life that was made possible by the seclusion of the area.

9. Students will achieve his or her best grades when he or she studies.

10. It was a dark and stormy night. I see a pony stuck in Box Canyon.